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Abstract Avian adenovirus has been reported in many

countries and is an infectious agent related with inclusion

body hepatitis, hepatitis-hydropericardium syndrome

(HHS), and respiratory and enteric conditions in chickens

worldwide. The objective of this study was to detect and

establish the molecular sequences of the hexon gene from

the avian adenovirus strains of group I (FAdV-I) isolated

from birds with hepatitis-hydropericardium syndrome

(HHS), malabsorption syndrome and runting-stunting

syndrome, to characterize the serotype of virus affecting

commercial flocks in Brazil. Molecular characterization

was performed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR), using

specific primers to amplify the Loop 1 (L1) variable region

of the hexon gene in the FAdV-I genome and subsequent

sequencing of the PCR product for each positive sample.

The results have revealed the presence of the FAdV-8a,

FAdV-8b, and FAdV-11 serotypes circulating in Brazilian

chicken flocks. Phylogenetic analysis grouped these

sequences into three (3) distinct groups, 14 samples were

aligned with the FAdV-11 group, three (3) samples in the

FAdV-8b group and one (1) sample in the FAdV-8a group.

The serotypes FAdV-8a, FAdV-8b, and FAdV-11 are cir-

culating in Brazilian chicken flocks. Therefore, these

results are very important for improvement biosecurity

measurements and vaccine production.
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Introduction

Avian adenovirus group I (FAdV-I) mainly infects birds

and is classified within the genus Aviadenovirus in the

family Adenoviridae [10]. Avian adenovirus is composed

by 3 groups (I–III) [11], and was characterizer into 5

species (A–E) and 12 serotypes (FAdV-1, FAdV-2, FAdV-

3, FAdV-4, FAdV-5, FAdV-6, FAdV-7, FAdV-8a, FAdV-

8b, FAdV-9, FAdV-10, FAdV-11) [12]. The viral particles

are non-enveloped and icosahedral in geometry. They are

70–90 nm in diameter, with a linear double-stranded DNA

genome between 35 and 45 kb in size [13]. The capsid has

252 capsomeres, of which 240 are formed by the hexon

protein and 12 by the penton protein, which forms the

vertices from which fibres that have antigenic properties

become detached [12].

Inclusion body hepatitis (IBH) associated with FAdV-I

occurs worldwide [1]. It is an acute disease that mainly

affects young chickens between 3 and 7 weeks of age [29],

and is caused by several avian adenovirus serotypes [12].

FAdV-I can be transmitted vertically and horizontally

through progeny and faeces, respectively [1]. There are

studies demonstrating infections caused by this virus in

Brazil, which is associated with enteric diseases, liver

problems, and hydropericardium [18]. Furthermore, there

are reports of adenovirus infections resulting in increased

feed conversion rate and increased mortality [11, 27, 30].

Therefore, the effects of avian adenovirus infections are of
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great economic importance in poultry farming [20] and

associated with enteric virus, such as ANV [8]. In addition

to the liver, the virus can be found in the upper respiratory

tract, digestive tract, pancreas, kidneys, spleen and heart

[23]. Studies with experimentally inoculated birds have

demonstrated that avian adenovirus infection can result in

weight loss, apathy, and mortality [2].

The goal of this work was to detect and establish the

molecular characterization of FAdV-1 obtained from

broilers with HHS, MAS, RSS, in Brazil.

Materials and methods

Virus samples

The samples were stored during the period of 2011–2015,

where 18 strains identified as avian adenovirus group I

obtained from chickens at eight farms in different Brazilian

states were identified by PCR. The birds presented clinical

signs related to enteric problems and low zootechnical

performance. After necropsy, all birds presented

hydropericardium. Viral strains were identified from the

following organs: liver, bursa, heart, intestine, pancreas,

trachea, and kidneys [17], as shown in Table 1.

DNA extraction

For isolation of DNA, macerated tissue of each organ and

0.1 M PBS (Phosphate Buffered Saline), pH 7.4 was added

to 1.5 mL tubes at a 1:1 ratio. The mixture was vortexed

for 10 s and subjected to three freeze–thaw cycles.

Extraction was performed using the phenol/chloroform

method, as described previously [3].

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for detection

of FAdV-I

The PCR reaction was carried out as described with

modifications [19]. The reaction mix contained 0.5 lmol

each of the sense and antisense primers, 3.5 lL of 10X

buffer, 4 lL of 1.25 mM dNTP, 0.75 lL of 50 mM MgCl2,

1 U of DNA polymerase (Taq Platinum, InvitrogenTM), 2.5

lL of extracted DNA and ultrapure water to bring the total

volume to 25 lL. The amplification reaction occurred

under the following conditions: a thermal cycle of 94 �C
for 5 min, followed by 35 cycles of denaturation at 94 �C
for 60 s, annealing at 52 �C for 45 s, and extension at

72 �C for 60 s. The final extension cycle was 72 �C for

10 min. The reaction was stored at -20 �C. The primers

used in the PCR reaction correspond to the conserved

segments of the Pedestal 1 (P1) regions adjacent to the

Loop 1 (L1) variable segment of the hexon gene (hexon A:

CAARTTCAGRCAGACGGT and hexon B: TAGT-

GATGMCGSGACATCAT). This resulted in amplification

of an 897 bp segment [19].

Purification and sequencing

The product amplified by the FAdV-I hexon gene PCR was

purified using the GPXTM PCR DNA and Gel Band

Purification kit (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, New Jersey,

USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Each

purified product was sequenced in sense and antisense

directions using the BigDye� Terminator Cycle Sequenc-

ing Kit v3.1 (Applied Biosystems by Life Technologies,

Carlsbad, California, USA). Sequencing reactions were

performed on an ABI 3730 DNA Analyser (Applied

Biosystems by Life Technologies).

Phylogenetic analysis

The nucleotide sequences were edited using the CLC Main

Work Bench 7.7.1 software and aligned with reference

sequences representative of the FAdV-I serotypes [10]

present in GenBank with the following accession numbers:

FAdV-1 Strain CELO (AC_000014) from Germany;

FAdV-2 strain P7-A (AF339915) and FAdV-3 strain 75

(AF508949), both from Belgium; FAdV-4 strain ON1

(NC_015323) from Canada; FAdV-5 strain 340

(AF508952), FAdV-6 strain CR119 (AF508954) and

FAdV-7 strain YR36 (AF508955), all from Belgium;

FAdV-8a strain TR59 (KT862810) from Japan; FAdV-8b

strain 764 (KT862811) from the United Kingdom; FAdV-9

strain A-2A (AF083975.2) from Canada; FAdV-10 strain

C-2B (KT717889) from the USA and FAdV-11 strain 380

(AF339925) from Belgium. Alignment was performed

using the CLUSTAL W method available in Clustal X 2.0

software. Phylogenetic analysis of nucleotides was inferred

using the maximum likelihood model [30] integrated into

MEGA software 7.0.18. The nucleotide and amino acid

sequence similarity matrix was generated in BioEdit

Sequence Alignment Editor v. 7.2.5.

Results and discussion

Sequencing analysis and phylogenetic tree

Avian adenovirus has been reported in many countries and

is a virus associated with diseases such as inclusion body

hepatitis (IBH), hydropericardium syndrome (HS), and

respiratory and enteric conditions [2, 4, 6, 14, 20, 24].

FAdV-I has also been described in South American

countries like Ecuador, Chile and Peru [16, 26, 31],

including Brazil [22]. In this study, FAdV-I was detected in
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its target tissues where replication occurs [7, 29], based on

PCR amplification of the 897 bp fragment of the hexon

gene [19]. Sequencing and alignment of sequences in

GenBank showed that 14/18 viral strains (77.7%) corre-

sponded to the FAdV-11 serotype, 3/18 strains (16.6%)

corresponded to the FAdV-8b serotype, and 1/18 strains

(5.5%) corresponded to the FADV-8a serotype (Table 2 in

ESM). The sequences were deposited in GenBank under

the accession numbers described below: USP-BR-418.1

(KY229168), USP-BR-418.14 (KY229169), USP-BR-

420.12 (KY229185), USP-BR-420.16 (KY229170), USP-

BR-420.17 (KY229171), USP-BR-420.18 (KY229172),

USP-BR-420.26 (KY229173), USP-BR-420.27

(KY229174), USP-BR-420.28 (KY229175), USP-BR-

424.4 (KY229176), USP-BR-453.2 (KY229177), USP-BR-

471.14 (KY229184), USP-BR-475.1 (KY229178), USP-

BR-475.3 (KY229179), USP-BR-475.4 (KY229180), USP-

BR-475.11 (KY229182), USP-BR-102.8D (KY229181),

and USP-BR-G21.B (KY229183). The phylogenetic tree

was inferred using phylogenetic reconstruction analysis

with the Maximum Likelihood statistical model with 1000

replicates (Bootstrap), the Tamura-Nei substitution model

and a Gamma distribution with Invariant sites

(TN93 ? G ? I). This model was suggested by previous

analysis with the Maximum Likelihood statistical method

using MEGA 7 Software. Phylogenetic analysis revealed

that of the 18 viral strains, fourteen (14/18) belonged to

serotype 11 of the D species, three (3/18) belonged to

serotype 8b and one (1/18) to serotype 8a, both of species E

(Fig. 1). In addition, phylogenetic analysis was carried out

based on the nucleotide sequence and its resulting amino

acid sequence. Sequencing of this fragment and its subse-

quent analysis allowed characterization of different ser-

otypes among the samples. The results obtained in this

Table 1 Description of samples obtained from chickens with poor development and malabsorption syndrome in different poultry companies

Sample

designation

Bird and origin of

samples

Main case history or necropsy

findings

Serotype identified based on molecular

characterization

GenBank accession

number

USP-BR-418.1 Broiler—Liver Hydropericardium—hepatitis FAdV-8b KY229168

USP-BR-

418.14

Broiler—Bursa Hydropericardium—hepatitis FAdV-11 KY229169

USP-BR-

420.12

Broiler—Heart Malabsorption—undigested

feed

FAdV-8b KY229185

USP-BR-

420.16

Broiler—bursa Malabsorption—undigested

feed

FAdV-8b KY229170

USP-BR-

420.17

Broiler—intestine Malabsorption—undigested

feed

FAdV-11 KY229171

USP-BR-

420.18

Broiler—pancreas Malabsorption—undigested

feed

FAdV-11 KY229172

USP-BR-

420.26

Broiler—bursa Malabsorption—undigested

feed

FAdV-11 KY229173

USP-BR-

420.27

Broiler—intestine Malabsorption—undigested

feed

FAdV-11 KY229174

USP-BR-

420.28

Broiler—pancreas Malabsorption—undigested

feed

FAdV-11 KY229175

USP-BR-424.4 Broiler—pancreas- Malabsorption—undigested

feed

FAdV-11 KY229176

USP-BR-453.2 Broiler—trachea NI FAdV-8a KY229177

USP-BR-

471.14

Broiler—trachea NI FAdV-11 KY229184

USP-BR-475.1 Broiler—kidney Runting-stunting syndrome FAdV-11 KY229178

USP-BR-475.3 Broiler—pancreas Runting-stunting syndrome FAdV-11 KY229179

USP-BR-475.4 Broiler—pancreas Runting-stunting syndrome FAdV-11 KY229180

USP-BR-

475.11

Broiler—kidney Runting-stunting syndrome FAdV-11 KY229182

USP-BR-

102.8D

NI—liver NI FAdV-11 KY229181

USP-BR-

G21.B

NI—liver NI FAdV-11 KY229183

FAdV fowl adenovirus group I; USP University of São Paulo; BR Brazil; NI not informed
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study corroborate those found by other authors and high-

light the importance of this method for the detection and

characterization of FAdV-I serotypes [19–21]. Although

infections caused by FAdV-I are commonly related to

primary immunosuppressive infections such as Infectious

Chicken Anemia (CAV) or Infection Bursa Disease (IBD)

[5], there are also reports of infection by FAdV-I without

immunological changes [4].

Similarity matrix

The similarity matrix of the USP-BR-418.1 sample with

serotype 8b showed nucleotide (n) and amino acid (aa)

similarities of 99.3 and 99.6% respectively. The USP-BR-

418.14 sample had 97.5% (n) and 96.8% (aa) similarity to

serotype 11. Both samples USP-BR-420.12 and USP-BR-

420.16 had 99.0% (n) and 99.6% (aa) similarity to serotype

8b. The sequences USP-BR-420.17, USP-BR-420.18, USP-

BR-420.26, USP-BR-420.27, USP-BR-420.28 and USP-

BR-424.4 showed 97.6% (n) and 96.8% (aa) similarity to

serotype 11, and the USP-BR-453.2 sample showed 99.2%

(n) and 99.6% (aa) similarity to serotype 8a. The samples

USP-BR-471.14, USP-BR-475.1, USP-BR-475.3, USP-

BR-475.4, USP-BR-475.11 and USP-BR-102.8D showed

97.5% (n) and 96.8% (aa) similarity to serotype 11, while

the USP-BR-G21.B sample had similarities of 97.2%

(n) and 96.0% (aa) for serotype 11 (Table 2 in ESM).

Determination of groups

In addition, the FAdV-4 serotype has been associated with

hydropericardium syndrome [15]. Besides, all the FAdV-I

A AC 000014-DE-Serotype 1

 NC 015323-Serotype 4

 KT717889-Serotype 10
C

B AF508952-Serotype 5

 AF508954-Serotype 6

 AF508955-Serotype 7

 KT862811-Serotype 8b

 KY229168 USP-BR-418.1

 KY229185 USP-BR-420.12

 KY229170 USP-BR-420.16

Serotype 8b

 KT862810-Serotype 8a

 KY229177 USP-BR-453.2
Serotype 8a

E

 AF508949-Serotype 3

 AF083975.2-Serotype 9

 AF339915-Serotype 2

 AF339925-Serotype 11

 KY229169 USP-BR-418.14

 KY229184 USP-BR-471.14

 KY229178 USP-BR-475.1

 KY229179 USP-BR-475.3

 KY229180 USP-BR-475.4

 KY229182 USP-BR-475.11

 KY229181 USP-BR-102.8D

 KY229183 USP-BR-G21.B

 KY229176 USP-BR-424.4

 KY229175 USP-BR-420.28

 KY229174 USP-BR-420.27

 KY229173 USP-BR-420.26

 KY229171 USP-BR-420.17

 KY229172 USP-BR-420.18

Serotype 11

D

DAdV-2 DAdV-2 Duck Adenovirus 2

100

98

79

100

100

99

100

76

96

100

77

84

100

100

99

96

95

96

63

92

0.20

Fig. 1 Phylogenetic

relationships of Brazilian

FAdV-I sequences from

chickens presented enteric

problems, impairment,

malabsorption diseases,

hydropericardium and hepatitis

in comparison to isolates from

different countries. The tree was

inferred based on alignments of

partial hexon gene segment L1

and adjacent P1, using the

Maximum Likelihood statistical

method included in the MEGA

5 software. Numbers along the

branches refer to bootstrap

value for 1000 replicates. The

scale bar represents the number

of substitutions per site.

Highlighted names represent the

sequences used in this study,

and letters A to E represent fowl

adenovirus groups. DAdV-2

Duck adenovirus 2 sequence

was employed as the out-group
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serotypes are associated with inclusion body hepatitis

corpuscles [25], whereas the FAdV-1 serotype is associated

with gizzard erosions [28]. This study showed the presence

of group I adenoviruses and their serotypes with the

associated enteric disorders described in Table 1. The

molecular characterization classified the samples as ser-

otypes 8a, 8b and 11, making this the first report of the

presence of these serotypes as probable causes of enteric

infections in Brazilian poultry. These samples belonged to

birds with signs of enteric disease and feed malabsorption,

so these clinical signs could be related to these serotypes.

The samples were from eight different chicken farms, and

in seven of them (87.5%), the presence of serotype 11

occurred in different organs such as the liver, intestine,

bursa, kidneys, pancreas, and trachea. This result suggests

that serotype 11 could be predominant in Brazil. The tra-

chea is an important viral replication organ as well as the

pharynx, heart, and kidneys [23]. In this study, serotypes 11

and 8a were found in trachea, corroborating the results of

[6]. The bursa is also an important organ where FAdV-I is

found in natural infections [29], which is confirmed in this

report, which shows that serotypes 11 and 8b were present

in the bursa. In the samples obtained from farms 418 and

420, serotypes 8b and 11 were found, demonstrating the

presence of mixed infections that have also been described

[19]. However, it is unknown whether mixed FAdV-I

infections influence the severity of the disease or whether

there is synergism between the serotypes [20]. Phyloge-

netic analysis based on the nucleotide sequence of the

variable region L1 of the hexon gene classified the

nucleotide sequences into 3 distinct groups and confirmed

the presence of the serotype 11 of the D species and the

serotypes 8a and 8b of the E species in Brazilian poultry

flocks. These results emphasize the worldwide distribution

of FAdV-I, since serotype 8a aligned with a reference

strain from Japan, serotype 8b with a UK reference strain,

and serotype 11 with a reference strain from Belgium.

Other studies will be necessary to associate the

pathogenicity of these serotypes with the clinical changes

described. It is necessary to provide more epidemiological

data to establish the prevalence of these viruses and justify

the development of vaccine programmes in breeders,

broiler and laying hens to prevent vertical and horizontal

virus infections and prevent the spread of this virus [5, 9].
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